Topic: Beginning farmer certification; accelerate sunset date

moved to amend as follows:

1 In line 27, after "agriculture." insert "Beginning farmer does not include an individual who has previously been certified as a beginning farmer but no longer meets the criteria for certification."

2 In line 54, after "division." insert "The certification is valid until the individual no longer meets all of the requirements of this division."

3 In line 139, delete "farmer incurs" and insert "individual incurred"

4 Delete lines 145 through 147

5 In line 148, delete "(2)" and insert "(1)"

6 In line 150, delete "(3)" and insert "(2)"; delete "farmer" and insert "individual"

7 In line 152, delete "(4)" and insert "(3)"; delete "farmer" and insert "individual"

8 In line 156, delete "and has not been issued credit"

9 Delete line 157
In line 158, delete "two preceding taxable years"

In line 167, delete "2026" and insert "2022"

The motion was ______ agreed to.